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Abstra t
Cubi in ation is an operation that transforms a 2- ell embedded
graph G into a ubi graph embedded in the same surfa e; its result an
be des ribed as the dual of the bary entri subdivision of G. New onepts of mirror and pre-mirror graphs are also introdu ed. They give
rise to a hara terization of Platoni graphs (i) as pre-mirror graphs
and (ii) as planar graphs of minimum degree at least three whose ubi in ation is a mirror graph. As an appli ation, the in ated Platoni
graphs yield two new prime ubi partial ubes. Five more sporadi
examples of su h graphs are also onstru ted.
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1 Cubi in ation and mirror graphs
An embedded graph or a map is a onne ted graph together with a 2- ell
embedding in some losed surfa e. Let G be a map without verti es of
degree one. Then we de ne the map CI(G) as follows. First, we repla e
ea h vertex v 2 V (G) by a y le Qv of length 2 degG(v), and then repla e
every edge uv of G by two edges joining Qu and Qv in su h a way that a
ubi map on the same surfa e is obtained in whi h all y les Qv are fa ial
and all edges of G give rise to 4-fa es in that map. The result of su h a
hange is shown lo ally in Figure 1. The resulting map CI(G) is alled
the ubi in ation of G. The map CI(K4 ) is illustrated on Figure 2; it is
interesting to note that CI(K4 ) is isomorphi to the permutahedron 3 , f.
[18, p.16℄.

Figure 1: Cubi in ation lo ally
There is an alternative way to des ribe the ubi in ation. Let G be
an embedded graph. Re all that the bary entri subdivision B (G) of G is
a triangulation obtained as follows [11℄. Subdivide ea h edge of G by one
vertex, and in the interior of ea h fa e add a vertex whi h is joined to all
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Figure 2: In ated tetrahedron
verti es (in luding the new subdivision verti es) on the orresponding fa e
boundary. Denote by G the dual map of the map G. The following result
follows easily from the fa t that B (G) = B (G) for every embedded graph G.
Proposition 1 For every embedded graph G without verti es of degree one,

we have

CI(G) = B (G) = CI(G) :
Our se ond entral on ept are mirror graphs. Let G = (V; E ) be a
onne ted graph. Call a partition P = fE1; E2 ; : : : ; Ek g of E a mirror
partition if for every i 2 f1; : : : ; kg, there is an automorphism i of G su h
that
(M1) for every edge uv 2 Ei , i (u) = v and i(v) = u, and
(M2) G Ei onsists of two onne ted omponents Gi1 and Gi2, and i maps
Gi1 isomorphi ally onto Gi2 .
Sin e i is an automorphism of G, Ei is a mat hing in G joining Gi1 and Gi2.
A onne ted graph is a mirror graph if it admits a mirror partition. Note
that hyper ubes and even y les are mirror graphs. Also, if G1 and G2 are
mirror graphs, then their Cartesian produ t G12G2 (de ned in Se tion 3)
is also a mirror graph. However, as the mirror partition ondition is quite
strong, mirror graphs that annot be written as Cartesian produ ts of other
graphs are rather spe i .
Note that (M2) implies that there is an isomorphism pi : Gi1 ! Gi2 su h
that the restri tion of pi to Gi10 is an isomorphism of Gi10 to Gi20, where Gi10
(resp. Gi20 ) is the subgraph of verti es of Gi1 (resp. Gi2) that are in ident
with some edge of Ei.
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2 In ated graphs with mirror partitions
In this se tion we hara terize mirror graphs that an be obtained by the
ubi in ation from some planar map.
Let B be an Eulerian graph embedded in some surfa e. A straight-ahead
walk in B is a losed walk su h that every pair of onse utive edges (in luding
the transition from the last edge ba k to the initial edge of the walk) passes
through the orresponding vertex straight-ahead with respe t to the lo al
rotation at that vertex. Two straight-ahead walks are onsidered the same
if one is a y li shift or the inverse of a y li shift of the other. Then every
edge of B determines pre isely one straight-ahead walk ontaining that edge.
Let B = B (G) be the bary entri subdivision of a map G, and let
W = 1 2 : : : r 1 be a straight-ahead walk in B . The verti es i 2 V (B )
appearing in W orrespond to verti es, edges, and fa es of G. We say that
i appears essentially in W if i is either a vertex of G, or i is an edge of
G and i 1 and i+1 (indi es onsidered modulo r) are fa es of G. Then
W determines a y li sequen e of verti es and edges of G that is obtained
by taking all essential appearan es in W . Every su h sequen e of verti es
and edges of G is said to be an SA-walk in G. Note that the olle tion of
those SA-walks in G that ontain at least one edge of G indu es a partition
of E (G).
We are interested in graphs with spe ial SA-walks that are somehow
similar to mirror partition ondition. If S is an SA-walk in G, let G S be
the subgraph of G obtained by removing all edges and verti es that o ur
in S . Let us all a plane graph G a pre-mirror graph if for every SA-walk S
of G:
(PM1) G S onsists of two onne ted omponents GS1 ; GS2 , and
(PM2) there is an automorphism S of G that maps GS1 isomorphi ally
onto GS2 , where any element of S is invariant under S .
The main question in our investigations is whi h mirror graphs are ubi
in ations. Re all that the Platoni maps are K4 , Q3, o tahedron, i osahedron, and dode ahedron.
Theorem 2 Let G be a map in the plane with minimum vertex degree at
least three. Then the following assertions are equivalent.
(i) CI(G) is a mirror graph.
(ii) G is a pre-mirror graph.
(iii) G is a Platoni graph.
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Proof. (i) ) (ii).

Let G be a map in the plane with minimum vertex degree
at least three su h that CI(G) is a mirror graph.
We rst observe that mirror graphs are vertex-transitive. First of all, it
is lear by (M2) that every mirror graph H is onne ted. Let x and y be
verti es of H , and let P be a path of length r from x to y. Let i1 ; : : : ; ir be
integers in f1; : : : ; kg su h that the j th edge on P belongs to the part Ei of
the mirror partition, j = 1; : : : ; r. Then i1 i2    i is an automorphism
of H that maps x to y.
Next we show that ea h part of the mirror partition of CI(G) orresponds to an SA-walk of G. So let E be an arbitrary part of the mirror
partition of CI(G), let G1; G2 be the omponents of CI(G) E , and let
be an automorphism of CI(G) that maps G1 isomorphi ally onto G2 and
inter hanges the ends of every edge of E . Let C be an arbitrary fa ial y le
of CI(G) that ontains an edge e of E , and denote by e0 the antipodal edge
of e in C . We laim that e0 is the only other edge of C whi h belongs to E .
Suppose that f 2 E is an edge of C di erent from e. Note that C is the
unique fa ial y le of CI(G) that ontains both edges e and f . Mader [10℄
and Watkins [14℄ ( f. also [4℄) proved that vertex onne tivity of a vertextransitive graph of degree k is at least 2(k + 1)=3. Sin e CI(G) is a mirror
graph, it is vertex-transitive. Moreover, it is ubi and hen e 3- onne ted.
By a theorem of Whitney [16℄ ( f. also [11℄), every automorphism of a 3onne ted planar graph maps fa ial y les onto fa ial y les. Sin e e and
f are preserved by automorphism , we infer that C is invariant under .
But this is possible only if f is antipodal to e, that is f = e0.
Hen e we an obtain all edges of E by starting at an arbitrary edge e 2 E ,
hoosing a fa ial y le C that ontains e, and then su essively pi king the
antipodal edge in the unique fa ial y le in whi h an edge lies beside the
fa ial y le we are in. At some point, sin e CI(G) is mirror, we arrive at
e again. This gives the natural orresponden e between the part E and an
SA-walk of G. Now, note that only the 4- y les in CI(G) are those that
orrespond to edges of G. As 4- y les are preserved under , this implies
that there is a mapping in G whi h maps edges in the same way as maps
orresponding 4- y les in CI(G). This mapping is learly an automorphism
of G whi h preserves elements of the SA-walk. Hen e G is pre-mirror.
(ii) ) (iii). Let G be a pre-mirror graph and uv an arbitrary edge of G.
Note that the existen e of automorphisms for any SA-walk implies that G
is vertex-transitive. Indeed, the SA-walk starting at an edge uv implies the
existen e of an automorphism that maps u to v; onne tedness of G, and the
fa t that omposition preserves automorphisms, imply the assertion. Sin e
G is vertex-transitive of degree at least 3, we again invoke the result of
j

r
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Mader and Watkins, dedu ing that G is 3- onne ted.
Next, onsider the SA-walk S whose onse utive elements are adja ent
verti es u and v. As G is pre-mirror, there is an automorphism of G
satisfying (PM2) that xes u and v. Let F1 ; F2 be the two fa es with whi h
uv is in ident, and let C1 ; C2 be the orresponding y les in G. Using the
theorem of Whitney again, we derive that only two possibilities for remain.
If xes C1 , then it is easy to see that it is the identity, but then does
not satisfy (PM2). Consequently, maps C1 onto C2 . Therefore, C1 and
C2 have the same length.
The above argument holds for any in ident fa ial y les of the plane
embedding of G. Thus the orresponding plane embedding is fa e-regular,
that is, all fa ial y les have the same length. It is well-known that the only
graphs that are regular of degree at least 3, and have fa e-regular planar
embedding, are the ve Platoni graphs.
To omplete the proof it is straightforward to verify that if G is any of
the ve Platoni graphs then CI(G) is a mirror graph. Thus (iii) implies
(i).
2
Theorem 2 hara terizes plane maps of minimum degree  3 whose ubi
in ations are mirror graphs. They are pre isely the Platoni maps. If G is a
plane map with minimum degree 2 and its ubi in ation is a mirror graph,
then it is easy to see that G is a y le Cn, n  3. Conversely, CI(Cn) is
isomorphi to the Cartesian produ t of C2n and K2 , and hen e it is a mirror
graph. However, Cn is not pre-mirror.
A map G is regular if its automorphism group a ts transitively on the
triples (v; e; F ) 2 V (G)  E (G)  F (G) whose vertex v is in ident with the
edge e, and e is in ident with the fa e F . It is known that regular maps in
the sphere are pre isely the Platoni maps and all y les. If we allow graphs
with multiple edges and loops, then the set of all regular spheri al maps
extends with y les of length 1 and 2 and with bonds | dual maps of the
y les.
Corollary 3 The ubi in ation of a spheri al map G with minimum degree
at least 2 is a mirror graph if and only if G is a regular spheri al map.

3 Appli ations to partial ubes
The Cartesian produ t G2H of graphs G and H is the graph with vertex set
V (G)V (H ) where the vertex (a; x) is adja ent to the vertex (b; y) whenever
6

ab 2 E (G) and x = y, or a = b and xy 2 E (H ). The Cartesian produ t of k
opies of K2 is a (k-dimensional) hyper ube or k- ube Qk . A subgraph H of G
is alled isometri if dH (u; v) = dG(u; v) for all u; v 2 V (H ), where dG (u; v)
denotes the distan e between verti es u and v (de ned as the length of a
shortest (u; v)-path). Isometri subgraphs of hyper ubes are alled partial
ubes.

Partial ubes were introdu ed by Graham and Pollak [5℄ and intensively
studied afterward, see the lassi al referen es [2, 3, 17℄, the book [7℄, re ent
studies in [8℄, and referen es therein. Distan e regular partial ubes are
hara terized in [15℄, while in [9℄ this result is extended to a ertain broader
metri al hierar hy. For the omplexity issues on partial ubes we refer to
[6, 7℄.
One of the most hallenging open problems in the area is to lassify
regular partial ubes, in parti ular the ubi ones. For one of the most
important sub lasses of partial ubes|median graphs|Mulder [12℄ proved
that hyper ubes are the only regular examples. Besides hyper ubes, the even
y les are also regular partial ubes. Observe that the Cartesian produ t of
two (regular) partial ubes is a (regular) partial ube. We say that a regular
partial ube is prime if it annot be written as a Cartesian produ t of two
(ne essarily regular) partial ubes, ea h ontaining at least two verti es.
Restri ting to the ubi ase, until now only 6 prime examples were
known: the generalized Petersen graph P (10; 3) on 20 verti es; the permutahedron 3 from Fig. 2; and four more sporadi examples on 30, 36, 42,
and 48 verti es, f. [1℄. Moreover, in the latter paper it was veri ed by
a omputer sear h that up to 30 verti es, there are only three (the abovementioned) prime ubi partial ubes.
For the onne tion between partial ubes and the on epts introdu ed
in the previous se tion we need the following notion. Two edges e = xy
and f = uv of a graph G are in the Djokovi-Winkler [3, 17℄ relation 
if dG(x; u) + dG(y; v) 6= dG(x; v) + dG(y; u). Winkler [17℄ proved that a
onne ted graph is a partial ube if and only if it is bipartite and  is
transitive (and hen e an equivalen e relation).
Proposition 4 Every mirror graph is a partial ube. Moreover, its mirror

-equivalen e lasses.
Proof. We rst show that a mirror graph G is bipartite. If not, let C =
u1 u2 : : : u2s+1 u1 be a shortest odd y le, and let u1 u2 2 Ei , where Ei is a
part of a mirror partition of G. Let u1 2 Gi1 and u2 2 Gi2. By (M2), there
is another edge ur ur+1 of C that belongs to Ei. Let us assume that verti es
partition oin ides with its
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of C have been enumerated su h that r is minimum possible. Then, learly,
r  s + 1. Sin e C is a shortest odd y le, it is isometri in G. Therefore,
dG (u1 ; ur+1 )  r 1 and dG (u2 ; ur ) = r 2. But this ontradi ts the fa t
that i (u1) = u2 and i(ur+1) = ur .
Let G be a mirror graph with a mirror partition P. Let uv be an edge
of Ei 2 P, where u 2 Gi1 and v 2 Gi2. Let z 2 Gi1. We laim that
d(v; z ) = d(u; z ) + 1. Let P be a (v; z )-geodesi path and let ww0 be the
rst edge of P with w 2 Gi2 and w0 2 Gi1. Then dG (u; w0 ) = dG (v; w) whi h
implies that d(v; z) > d(u; z). Clearly, d(v; z)  d(u; z) + 1.
Let uv; xy 2 Ei . We may assume that u; x 2 Gi1; v; y 2 Gi2. By the
above, d(u; y) = d(u; x) + 1 and d(v; x) = d(v; y) + 1. Thus uvxy.
Assume that uvxy where uv is an edge of Ei and u 2 Gi1, v 2 Gi2. We
need to show that xy 2 Ei as well. Suppose not, and assume without loss of
generality that x; y 2 Gi1. Then d(v; x) = d(u; x)+1 and d(v; y) = d(u; y)+1
thus d(v; x) + d(u; y) = d(v; y) + d(u; x), a ontradi tion.
2
By Theorem 2, CI(G) is a mirror graph if G is a Platoni graph, hen e
Proposition 4 implies:
Corollary 5 Let G be any of the ve Platoni graphs. Then CI(G) is a
prime ubi partial ube.

This orollary gives us two new examples of ubi prime partial ubes.
As we already know, CI(K4 ) is the permutahedron 3 . Sin e o tahedron O
is the dual of the 3- ube, Proposition 1 implies that CI(Q3) and CI(O) are
isomorphi graphs on 48 verti es. However, this graph is not isomorphi to
the graph on 48 verti es from [1℄ sin e both are 3- onne ted but the graph
from [1℄ has a fa ial y le of length 12. Clearly, CI(Q3) is prime, so it is
indeed a new ubi prime partial ube. Similarly, sin e the i osahedron I
is the dual of the dode ahedron, CI(I ) is a new ubi prime partial ube
on 120 verti es. Some more examples of su h graphs are listed in the next
result.
Proposition 6 Cubi in ations of planar maps shown in Figure 3 (a){(e)
are partial ubes.

In order to prove Proposition 6, one has to verify that the relation  is
transitive. This was he ked by omputer. The ubi in ation of the rst
graph in Fig. 3(a) has 48 verti es. It is neither isomorphi to CI(Q3) (sin e
it has two adja ent 8-fa es) nor to the 48-vertex partial ube from [1℄ (whi h
8

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 3: Planar maps yielding ubi partial ubes
has adja ent 4-fa es). The graphs (b) and ( ) in ate into ubi graphs on
80 verti es while the graphs (d) and (e) in ate to 96 verti es. Sin e the fa e
lengths of these pairs of graphs are pairwise di erent, Proposition 6 gives
rise to ve new examples of prime ubi partial ubes.
We on lude this se tion by noting that the ubi in ation of every y le
Cn (n  2) is also a ubi partial ube. However, CI(Cn ) = C2n 2K2 is not
prime.

4 Con luding remarks
1. We have only partly solved the question for whi h plane graphs their
ubi in ation is a partial ube. Perhaps the following related question
ould be easier to atta k: For whi h plane graphs their SA-walks are not
self- rossing? An SA-walk is alled self- rossing if there exist two elements
of this walk that share a ommon fa e, but are not opposite on that fa e.
Note that if G is embedded in the plane and CI(G) is a partial ube, then
the SA-walks of G are not self- rossing. On the other hand, even if no SA9

walk in G is self- rossing, CI(G) is not ne essarily a partial ube. However,
answering this question would onsiderably redu e the lass of graphs, for
whi h the rst question is relevant.

Figure 4: Toroidal examples
2. Cubi in ations on more general surfa es may also yield partial ubes.
Su h examples are shown by an example in Figure 4. Here we start with
an n- y le embedded as a horizontal \meridian" in the torus, and then add
k  1 loops embedded as shown in the gure. Ea h vertex be omes in ident
with zero or more loops. The graph of the ubi in ation is isomorphi to
C2n+2k 2K2 , hen e it is a (nonprime) partial ube and also a mirror graph.
By Proposition 1, the dual map has the same ubi in ation. However,
this does not yield new examples, sin e the dual admits the same stru ture
as exhibited in Figure 4. It would be of ertain interest to nd nontrivial
examples of this kind.
3. Planar pre-mirror graphs (and all y les) orrespond bije tively to mirror
graphs whi h are ubi in ations. The natural question is, are there any
nontrivial prime mirror graphs that are not ubi in ations of regular maps?
Se ondly, are there any prime mirror graphs that are not planar? Is there
a similar hara terization of those maps on some other surfa e whose ubi
in ation is a mirror graph? Perhaps this ould be done by using some kind
of SA-walks or their unions.
4. All nontrivial examples of ubi partial ubes that we have obtained
so far, have the property that by removing any edge, graphs are no longer
partial ubes. Partial ubes with this property are said to be edge- riti al
[1℄. Therefore, we also ask: Is every ubi partial ube edge- riti al?
5. The following simple result shows that ubi in ations of arbitrary maps
are hamiltonian.
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Proposition 7 Let H be the ubi in ation of a graph G embedded in some
surfa e. Then H ontains a Hamilton y le.
Proof. Let C1 be the olle tion of all y les of H that orrespond to verti es
of G, and let T be a spanning tree of G. Let C2 be the set of all 4- y les of
H that orrespond to the edges of T . Then the symmetri di eren e C1 +C2
is a Hamilton y le of H .
2

This result led us to the following
Conje ture 8 Every ubi partial ube is hamiltonian.

It is possible that every regular partial ube is hamiltonian. We do not
dare to onje ture this sin e a mu h weaker well-known onje ture is far
from being understood. Namely, the middle level graphs (whi h are regular
partial ubes) are onje tured to be hamiltonian, and no real progress has
been made towards a proof of this onje ture. See [13℄ for more details.
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